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Abstract
An m-cycle system of order n is a partition of the edges of the complete graph Kn into m-cycles. An m-cycle system S is said
to be weakly k-colourable if its vertices may be partitioned into k sets (called colour classes) such that no m-cycle in S has all of
its vertices the same colour. The smallest value of k for which a cycle system S admits a weak k-colouring is called the chromatic
number of S. We study weak colourings of even cycle systems (i.e. m-cycle systems for which m is even), and show that for any
integers r2 and k2, there is a (2r)-cycle system with chromatic number k.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
An m-cycle system of order n is a partition of the edges of the complete graph Kn into m-cycles. Interest in cycle
systems dates back to the mid-19th century, with the now-classical result that a 3-cycle system of order n exists if and
only if n ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 6) [12]. That the obvious necessary conditions for the existence of an m-cycle system of order
n are sufﬁcient was not proved in general until a century and a half later; these conditions are that n is odd, m divides
n(n − 1)/2, and if n> 1, then nm. (For a survey of the existence problem for cycle systems, see [14], followed by
[1,21] for the ﬁnal solution.)
In this paper, we consider the problem of assigning cycle systems vertex colourings in which no cycle is monochro-
matic. A weak k-colouring of an m-cycle system S is a partition of the vertices of S into k sets (called colour classes)
such that no cycle of S has all m vertices the same colour; a cycle system which admits a weak k-colouring is said to be
weakly k-colourable. All of the colourings that we consider in this paper are weak colourings; we will therefore omit
the adjective “weak” when referring to weak colourings. The chromatic number of a cycle system S is the smallest
integer k for which S admits a k-colouring. A cycle system with chromatic number k is said to be k-chromatic.
In previous work on colouring cycle systems, most of the focus has been on 3-cycle systems, or Steiner triple systems.
While the unique 3-cycle system of order 3 is 2-chromatic, any Steiner triple system of order n7 has chromatic number
at least 3 [18,20], and each non-trivial 3-cycle system of order at most 15 is 3-chromatic [15]. That any integer k3
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is indeed attained as the chromatic number of some 3-cycle system was proven by de Brandes et al. [5], who showed
that for any integer k3, there is an integer vk such that, for any admissible order vvk , there is a k-chromatic Steiner
triple system of order v. Letting n3(k) denote the smallest such vk which is an admissible order for a Steiner triple
system, it is known that n3(3) = 7 [20], while 19n3(4)21 [10], 27n3(5)127 [7–9,11], and 27n3(6)487
[2,7,8,11].
In the case of 4-cycle systems, a similar result to that of de Brandes, Phelps and Rödl for 3-cycle systems is known;
that is, for any integer k3, there is an integer wk such that for any admissible order nwk , there exists a k-chromatic
4-cycle system of order n [4]. If we denote by n4(k) the smallest such wk which is an admissible order of a 4-cycle
system, then it is also shown in [4] that n4(k) is the smallest order for which there exists a k-chromatic 4-cycle system.
Known bounds on the value of n4(k) for small k are that n4(2) = 9 and 17n4(3)49 [4].
Considering m-cycle systems in general, it is evident from the deﬁnition that any cycle system of order n> 1 must
have chromatic number at least 2. Milici and Tuza [17] proved the existence of 2-chromatic m-cycle systems for any
m> 3, showing that every m-cycle system of order 2m + 1 is 2-colourable for any m> 3, while each m-cycle system
of order 4m + 1 is 2-colourable if m10. Nevertheless, in a previous paper, Milici and Tuza [16] showed that for
any m> 3, there exists an m-cycle system which is not 2-colourable; they did not, however, determine the chromatic
number of the non-2-colourable cycle systems that they constructed.
In this paper, we study even cycle systems, i.e. m-cycle systems for which m is even. We begin in Section 2 by
discussing (2r)-cycle decompositions of K2r,2r , where r3 is an integer; these decompositions will be employed in
Section 3 to construct a k-chromatic (2r)-cycle system for any integers k3 and r3.
2. Decomposition of K2r,2r into (2r)-cycles
That K2r,2r admits a (2r)-cycle decomposition for any integer r2 can be readily seen from [22, Theorem B]. In
Section 3, however, we will require a (2r)-cycle decomposition which satisﬁes additional properties, which we will
discuss in Lemma 1. We begin by stating some results regarding (2r)-cycle decompositions of Kr,r .
Theorem 1 (Walecki [23]). If r is a positive even integer, then Kr,r has a Hamilton decomposition.
Theorem 2 (Dirac [6]). Let r be a positive odd integer. For any 1-factor I of Kr,r , Kr,r − I has a Hamilton decom-
position.
In [3], it is proved in two ways that if r is odd, then for any 2-factor U of Kr,r , the graph Kr,r −E(U) has a Hamilton
decomposition whose leave is a 1-factor. The following theorem follows naturally from the second proof.
Theorem 3 (Bryant et al. [3]). Let r be a positive odd integer and let GKr,r be the complete bipartite graph with
bipartition ({w1, w2, . . . , wr}, {y1, y2, . . . , yr}). For each edge {wi, yj }, consider the difference value (j − i) (mod r),
and let H denote the set of edges of difference 0, 1 or r − 1. Then G − H has a Hamilton decomposition.
Lemma 1. Let r2 be an integer, and let GK2r,2r be the complete bipartite graph with bipartition (W, Y ), where
W = {w1, w2, . . . , w2r} and Y = {y1, y2, . . . , y2r}. Then G has a decomposition into (2r)-cycles with the property
that for any cycle C in this decomposition, if V (C) ∩ W = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wir } where i1 < i2 < · · ·< ir , i1r and
ir > r , then V (C) ∩ Y = {yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yir }. Furthermore, this decomposition contains at least one cycle on vertex set
{w1, . . . , wr, y1, . . . , yr} and at least one cycle on vertex set {wr+1, . . . , w2r , yr+1, . . . , y2r}.
Proof. We begin by noting that the edge set of G consists exactly of the edges of the following four copies of Kr,r :
the Kr,r between {w1, . . . , wr} and {y1, . . . , yr} (which we will denote by G1), the Kr,r between {wr+1, . . . , w2r} and
{yr+1, . . . , y2r} (which we will denote by G2), the Kr,r between {wr+1, . . . , w2r} and {y1, . . . , yr} (which we will
denote by G3), and the Kr,r between {w1, . . . , wr} and {yr+1, . . . , y2r} (which we will denote by G4).
If r is even, then by Theorem 1, each of G1, G2, G3 and G4 has a (2r)-cycle decomposition; combined, these four
(2r)-cycle decompositions form a (2r)-cycle decomposition of the K2r,2r with bipartition (W, Y ), which is easily seen
to have the desired properties.
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We now suppose r is odd. Let I denote an arbitrary 1-factor of Kr,r . By Theorem 2, G1 − I , G2 − I and G3 − I
each have (2r)-cycle decompositions, and by Theorem 3, G4 − H has a decomposition into (2r)-cycles, where H
consists of the edges {wi, yj } ∈ E(G4) such that j − i ≡ 0, 1, or r − 1 (mod r). Thus, it need only be proved that the
graph G′ induced by edges I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3 ∪ H can be decomposed into (2r)-cycles, where I1, I2 and I3 are 1-factors
(to be determined later) of G1, G2 and G3, respectively, such that for any cycle C in the decomposition of G′, if
W ∩ V (C) = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wir } where i1 < i2 < · · ·< ir , i1r and ir > r , then Y ∩ V (C) = {yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yir }.
We will consider separately the four cases r ≡ 1, 3, 5 or 7 (mod 8); in each case, the three cycles which make up the
decomposition of G′ will be deﬁned. As an explanation of the notation used, ‘wi : yj ’ (similarly, ‘yj : wi’) indicates
that between wi and yj we will use a path consisting of three edges, one each from I1, I2 and I3. Since the three edges
indicated by ‘wi : yj ’ or ‘yj : wi’ constitute the unique 3-path between wi and yj in G[I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3], the subgraph of
G induced by edge set I1 ∪ I2 ∪ I3, they do not need to be explicitly stated. As Kr,r − I has a Hamilton decomposition
for any 1-factor I, it will follow that the required 1-factors I1, I2 and I3 exist provided each vertex wi (1 ir) and yj
(r + 1j2r) is incident with such an edge exactly once.
Case 1: r ≡ 1 (mod 8). In the case r = 9, the three 18-cycles (w1, y10 : w2, y11 : w3, y12 : w4, y13 : w9, y18),
(w1, y11, w3, y13, w5, y14 : w6, y15 : w7, y16, w8, y17 :) and (y10, w2, y12, w4, y14, w6, y16 : w8, y18 : w5, y15, w7,
y17, w9) form the required decomposition, so we will hereafter assume r17. Write r = 8s + 1, and consider the
following three (2r)-cycles, where the use of underbracing in a cycle is intended to clarify the patterns which form the
cycle:
C1 = (w1, y8s+2 : w2, y8s+3 : . . . : w4s , y12s+1 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w8s+1, y16s+2),
C2 = (w1, y8s+3, w3, y8s+5, . . . , w4s−1, y12s+1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, w4s+1, y12s+2 : w4s+2, y12s+3 : . . . : w6s , y14s+1 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w6s+1, y14s+2, w6s+2, y14s+3, . . . , w8s , y16s+1 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
),
C3 = (y8s+2, w2, y8s+4, w4, . . . , y14s , w6s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, y14s+2 : w4s+1, y12s+3, w4s+3, y12s+5, . . . , w6s+1, y14s+3
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:
w6s+2, y14s+4 : w6s+3, y14s+5 : . . . : w8s−2, y16s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
: w8s , y16s+2 : w8s−1, y16s+1, w8s+1).
Note that C1 has 4(4s) + 2 = 16s + 2 = 2r edges, C2 has (4s) + 4(2s) + 2(2s) + 2 = 16s + 2 = 2r edges, and C3
has (6s + 1) + 2 + (2s + 2) + 2 + 4(2s − 3) + 7 = 16s + 2 = 2r edges, as required.
To see that this decomposition of G′ has the desired property, note that C1 contains 4s + 1 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . ,
wr} but 4s + 1 vertices of {yr+1, yr+2, . . . , y2r}, hence 4s vertices in {y1, y2, . . . , yr}. C2 contains 6s vertices of
{w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s + 1 vertices of {y1, . . . , yr}. C3 contains 6s + 1 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s ver-
tices of {y1, . . . , yr}. Thus, choosing C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, letting V (C) ∩ {w1, . . . , w2r} = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wir } where
i1 < i2 < · · ·< ir , V (C) ∩ {y1, . . . , y2r} = {yi1 , yi2 , . . . , yir }, since |V (C) ∩ {w1, . . . , wr}| = |V (C) ∩ {y1, . . . , yr}|.
Case 2: r ≡ 5 (mod 8). In the case r = 5, the three 10-cycles (w1, y6 : w2, y7 : w5, y10), (w1, y7, w3, y8 : w4, y9 :),
(y6, w2, y8, w4, y10 : w3, y9, w5) form the required decomposition. Now suppose that r13, and write r = 8s + 5.
Consider the following three (2r)-cycles:
C1 = (w1, y8s+6 : w2, y8s+7 : . . . : w4s+2, y12s+7 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w8s+5, y16s+10),
C2 = (w1, y8s+7, w3, y8s+9, . . . , w4s+1, y12s+7
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, w4s+3, y12s+8 : w4s+4, y12s+9 : . . . : w6s+3, y14s+8 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w6s+4, y14s+9, w6s+5, y14s+10, . . . , w8s+4, y16s+9
︸ ︷︷ ︸
: ),
C3 = (y8s+6, w2, y8s+8, w4, . . . , y14s+8, w6s+4
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, y14s+10 : w4s+3, y12s+9, w4s+5, y12s+11, . . . , w6s+3, y14s+9
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:
w6s+5, y14s+11 : w6s+6, y14s+12 : . . . : w8s+2, y16s+8 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w8s+4, y16s+10 : w8s+3, y16s+9, w8s+5).
Note that C1 has 4(4s + 2)+ 2= 16s + 10= 2r edges, C2 has (4s + 2)+ 4(2s + 1)+ 2(2s + 1)+ 2= 16s + 10= 2r
edges, and C3 has (6s + 5) + 2 + (2s + 2) + 2 + 4(2s − 2) + 7 = 16s + 10 = 2r edges, as required.
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To see that this decomposition ofG′ has the desired property, note thatC1 contains 4s+3 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr}
but 4s + 2 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}, C2 contains 6s + 3 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s + 2 vertices of
{y1, y2, . . . , yr} andC3 contains 6s+4 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s+1 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}. Thus, for any
C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, |V (C)∩{w1, . . . , wr}| = |V (C)∩{y1, . . . , yr}|, and so if V (C)∩{w1, . . . , w2r}= {wi1 , . . . , wir },
it cannot be true that V (C) ∩ {y1, . . . , y2r} = {yi1 , . . . , yir }.
Case 3: r ≡ 3 (mod 8). If r=3, then the three 6-cycles (w1, y6, w3 : y4), (w1 : y6, w2, y5) and (y4, w2 : y5, w3) give
the required decomposition. We now suppose r11, and write r = 8s + 3. Consider the following three (2r)-cycles:
C1 = (w1, y8s+4 : w2, y8s+5 : . . . : w4s+1, y12s+4 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w8s+3, y16s+6),
C2 = (y8s+4, w2, y8s+6, w4, . . . , y12s+2, w4s
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, y12s+4, w4s+2, y12s+5 : w4s+3, y12s+6 : . . . : w6s+2, y14s+5 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w6s+3, y14s+6, w6s+4, y14s+7, . . . , w8s+2, y16s+5
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, w8s+3),
C3 = (w1, y8s+5, w3, y8s+7, . . . , w6s+3, y14s+7
︸ ︷︷ ︸
: w4s+2, y12s+6, w4s+4, y12s+8, . . . , w6s+2, y14s+6
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:
w6s+4, y14s+8 : w6s+5, y14s+9 : . . . : w8s+2, y16s+6 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
).
Note that C1 has 4(4s + 1) + 2 = 16s + 6 = 2r edges, C2 has (4s + 1) + 4(2s + 1) + 2(2s) + 1 = 16s + 6 = 2r
edges and C3 has (6s + 4) + 2 + (2s + 2) + 2 + 4(2s − 1) = 16s + 6 = 2r edges, as required.
To see that this decomposition ofG′ has the desired property, note thatC1 contains 4s+2 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr}
but 4s + 1 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}, C2 contains 6s + 2 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s + 1 vertices of
{y1, y2, . . . , yr} andC3 contains 6s+2 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s+1 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}. Thus, for any
C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, |V (C)∩{w1, . . . , wr}| = |V (C)∩{y1, . . . , yr}|, and so if V (C)∩{w1, . . . , w2r}= {wi1 , . . . , wir },
it cannot be true that V (C) ∩ {y1, . . . , y2r} = {yi1 , . . . , yir }.
Case 4: r ≡ 7 (mod 8). If r =7, then the three 14-cycles (w1, y8 : w2, y9 : w3, y10 : w7, y14), (y8, w2, y10, w4, y11 :
w5, y12 : w6, y13, w7) and (w1, y9, w3, y11, w5, y13 : w4, y12, w6, y14 : ) form the required decomposition. We now
suppose r15, and write r = 8s + 7. Consider the following three (2r)-cycles:
C1 = (w1, y8s+8 : w2, y8s+9 : . . . : w4s+3, y12s+10 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w8s+7, y16s+14),
C2 = (y8s+8, w2, y8s+10, w4, . . . , y12s+8, w4s+2
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, y12s+10,
w4s+4, y12s+11 : w4s+5, y12s+12 : . . . : w6s+5, y14s+12 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
w6s+6, y14s+13, w6s+7, y14s+14, . . . , w8s+6, y16s+13
︸ ︷︷ ︸
, w8s+7),
C3 = (w1, y8s+9, w3, y8s+11, . . . , w6s+5, y14s+13
︸ ︷︷ ︸
: w4s+4, y12s+12, w4s+6, y12s+14, . . . , w6s+6, y14s+14
︸ ︷︷ ︸
:
w6s+7, y14s+15 : w6s+8, y14s+16 : . . . : w8s+6, y16s+14 :
︸ ︷︷ ︸
).
Note that C1 has 4(4s + 3)+ 2= 16s + 14= 2r edges, C2 has (4s + 3)+ 4(2s + 2)+ 2(2s + 1)+ 1= 16s + 14= 2r
edges and C3 has (6s + 6) + 2 + (2s + 4) + 2 + 4(2s) = 16s + 14 = 2r edges, as required.
To see that this decomposition ofG′ has the desired property, note thatC1 contains 4s+4 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr}
but 4s + 3 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}, C2 contains 6s + 5 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s + 2 vertices of
{y1, y2, . . . , yr} andC3 contains 6s+5 vertices of {w1, w2, . . . , wr} but 2s+2 vertices of {y1, y2, . . . , yr}. Thus, for any
C ∈ {C1, C2, C3}, |V (C)∩{w1, . . . , wr}| = |V (C)∩{y1, . . . , yr}|, and so if V (C)∩{w1, . . . , w2r}= {wi1 , . . . , wir },
it cannot be true that V (C) ∩ {y1, . . . , y2r} = {yi1 , . . . , yir }. 
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3. Colouring (2r)-cycle systems
The main result to be proven in this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For any integers r2 and k2, there is a k-chromatic (2r)-cycle system.
In the case k = 2, Milici and Tuza have shown that any m-cycle system of order 2m + 1 is 2-colourable for any
integer m4 [17]. Furthermore, in the case r = 2, it has been shown in a previous paper by the authors that for any
k2, there is a k-chromatic 4-cycle system [4]. We therefore need only consider the case r3 and k3.
Let k3 and r3 be integers. We wish to construct a (2r)-cycle system which is k-chromatic. Let  be the least
multiple of 2r greater than (r − 1)(k − 1). Write  = (r − 1)k + s. Note that 2 − rsr + 1. Let  = 2	s/2
 be
the least even integer greater than or equal to s, and let h denote the least multiple of 4r greater than or equal to  (so
h −  ∈ {0, 2r}).
To construct a k-chromatic (2r)-cycle system, we will take t sets of vertices Si = {x1,i , . . . , xh,i}, i ∈ {1, . . . , t},
where the value of t will be determined later. Each set Si will be joined to a common vertex ∞ to form a (2r)-cycle
system of order h+ 1. By also placing (2r)-cycle decompositions of Kh,h between any two distinct sets Si and Sj , we
will create a (2r)-cycle system S of order ht + 1.
For each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (/2r) − 1}, observe that between Wq = {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+2,i , . . . , x2rq+2r,i} ⊆ Si and
Yq = {x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+2r,j } ⊆ Sj is an instance q of K2r,2r . q admits a (2r)-cycle decomposi-
tion Dq that satisﬁes the properties given in Lemma 1 (with Wq and Yq substituted for W and Y, respectively,
so that w = x2rq+,i and y = x2rq+,j for each  ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2r}). By interchanging vertices x2rq+r,i and
x2rq+(r+1),i (i.e. wr and wr+1) and vertices x2rq+r,j and x2rq+(r+1),j (i.e. yr and yr+1) in q , the decomposition
Dq is transformed into another (2r)-cycle decomposition D′q of q . Observe that D′q has no (2r)-cycle on vertex set
{x2rq+1,i , x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,i , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+r,i , x2rq+r,j } or on vertex set {x2rq+(r+1),i , x2rq+(r+1),j , x2rq+(r+2),i ,
x2rq+(r+2),j , . . . , x2rq+2r,i , x2rq+2r,j }. The decompositionsDq andD′q will be usedwhenwe construct decompositions
of K, which will subsequently be used in the construction of S.
For each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, let Xi = {x1,i , . . . , x,i}. For each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t} such that i < j , between Xi and
Xj is an instance i,j of K,. Consider the (2r)-cycle decomposition Di,j admitted by i,j which is formed in
the following manner. For any q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, place D′q between {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+2,i , . . . , x2rq+2r,i} and
{x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+2r,j }. (If 0, then {0, 1, . . . , /2−1}=∅, so no (2r)-cycles are placed in this step.) For
any q ∈ {max{0, /2}, . . . , (/2r)− 1}, place Dq between {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+2,i , . . . , x2rq+2r,i} and {x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,j ,
. . . , x2rq+2r,j }. If q1, q2 ∈ {0, 1, . . . , (/2r)−1} where q1 = q2, place an arbitrary (2r)-cycle decomposition ofK2r,2r
between {x2rq1+1,i , . . . , x2rq1+2r,i} and {x2rq2+1,j , . . . , x2rq2+2r,j }. Note that for each r-subset A = {a1, . . . , ar} ⊆{1, . . . , }, there exists a (2r)-cycle in Di,j on vertex set {xa1,i , xa1,j , xa2,i , xa2,j , . . . , xar ,i , xar ,j } if and only if A is
one of the following sets: {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r + 1)}− {2rq + r} where 0q/2− 1, {2rq + r, . . . , 2rq + 2r}−
{2rq + (r + 1)} where 0q/2 − 1, or {rq + 1, . . . , rq + r} where max{0, }q/r − 1. Since the subscripts
used on Di,j correspond naturally to those of Xi and Xj , we hereafter omit the subscripts on Di,j . However, instead
of writing D for Di,j , we instead write D1 (because additional (2r)-cycle decompositions (to be named D2, . . . ,Dp)
between Xi and Xj will also be introduced).
For an integer q1 and non-negative integers 1, 2, . . . , q such that 1 + 2 + · · · + q = , let c11 c22 · · · cqq
denote the colouring of Xi in which vertices x1,i , x2,i , . . . , x1,i have colour c1, and, for each j ∈ {2, . . . , q}, vertices
x1+2+···+j−1+1,i , x1+2+···+j−1+2,i , . . . , x1+2+···+j−1+j ,i have colour cj . The colours c1, . . . , cq in the colour-
ing c11 c
2
2 · · · cqq are not necessarily all distinct. We will use the symbol * to denote that the colour choice for the
corresponding vertex is unrestricted.
Let c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}. For a given q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2−1}, consider the patterns P (1)c,q =*2rqcr−1*c*−(2rq+r+1)
and P (2)c,q = *2rq+r−1c*cr−1*−(2rq+2r), and for a given q ∈ {max{0, }, . . . , /r − 1}, consider the pattern P (3)c,q =
*
rqcr*−(rq+r). If Xi and Xj have decomposition D1 between them, at most one of Xi and Xj can be coloured in a
pattern matching P (1)c,q for a ﬁxed q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, for otherwise there would be a monochromatic (2r)-cycle
in the decomposition D1 between Xi and Xj . Also, at most one of Xi and Xj can be coloured in a pattern matching
P
(2)
c,q for a ﬁxed q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, and at most one of Xi and Xj can be coloured in a pattern matchingP (3)c,q for a
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ﬁxed q ∈ {max{0, }, . . . , /r − 1}, as colouring both Xi and Xj with a colouring matching P ()c,q for some  ∈ {1, 2}
and q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, or both with a colouring matching P (3)c,q for some q ∈ {max{0, }, . . . , /r − 1} would
result in a monochromatic cycle. Let Pc,1 = {P (1)c,q , P (2)c,q : 0q/2 − 1} ∪ {P (3)c,q : max{0, }q/r − 1}. Note
that |Pc,1| = /r .
We now form additional (2r)-cycle decompositions admitted by i,jK, as follows. Let  be a permutation of
{1, 2, . . . , }, and consider the decomposition
(D1) = {(C) = (x(u1),i , x(u2),j , x(u3),i , x(u4),j , . . . , x(u2r−1),i , x(u2r ),j ):
C = (xu1,i , xu2,j , xu3,i , xu4,j , . . . , xu2r−1,i , xu2r ,j ) is a (2r)-cycle in D1}.
We will say that  is acceptable if its corresponding decomposition (D1) contains no (2r)-cycle on vertex set
{xrq+1,i , xrq+1,j , xrq+2,i , xrq+2,j , . . . , xrq+r,i , xrq+r,j } for any q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , −1}. Supposing there are p acceptable
permutations, denote them by 1, 2, . . . , p (where 1 is the identity permutation), and let the decompositions
corresponding to 2, . . . , p be D2, . . . ,Dp, respectively, so that D = (D1) for each  ∈ {2, . . . , p}.
For each 	 ∈ {2, . . . , p} and each colour c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, let Pc,	 denote the set of colour patterns obtained
by applying the permutation 	 to the colour positions in each pattern in Pc,1. Note that, for any given pattern P in
Pc,	, if Xi and Xj have decompositionD	 between them, then at most one of Xi and Xj can be coloured in a pattern
that satisﬁes P; otherwise there would be a monochromatic cycle between Xi and Xj . Note that Xi and Xj might each
be coloured in a pattern matching some pattern in Pc,	, but the colouring of Xi and that of Xj do not match the same
pattern in Pc,	.
Lemma 2. Let {a1, a2, . . . , ar} ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , }, where a1 <a2 < · · ·<ar , such that {a1, a2, . . . , ar} = {rq + 1, rq +
2, . . . , rq + r} for any q ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,  − 1}. Then for any colour c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, the colouring pattern
P = *a1−1c*a2−a1−1c*a3−a2−1c · · ·*ar−ar−1−1c*−ar is in Pc,	 for some 	 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}.
Proof. Note that if 0, then any permutation of {1, 2, . . . , } is acceptable. In this case, let 	 be a permutation of
{1, 2, . . . , } such that 	({1, 2, . . . , r}) = {a1, a2, . . . , ar}. The colouring P is in Pc,	.
We now assume that > 0. For each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, let Aq = {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r + 1)} − {2rq + r}
and let Bq = {2rq + r, . . . , 2rq + 2r} − {2rq + (r + 1)}. If {a1, a2, . . . , ar} = Aq or {a1, a2, . . . , ar} = Bq for some
q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, then the colouring P is in Pc,1.
Otherwise, let M = max0q/2−1{|Aq ∩ {a1, . . . , ar}|, |Bq ∩ {a1, . . . , ar}|}. Let R ∈ {Aq,Bq : 0q 2 − 1}
such that |R ∩ {a1, . . . , ar}| = M . Suppose ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aiM ∈ {a1, a2, . . . , ar} ∩ R such that i1 < i2 < · · ·< iM .
Let aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajr−M ∈ {a1, . . . , ar} − {ai1 , . . . , aiM } such that j1 <j2 < · · ·<jr−M , and let b1, b2, . . . , br−M ∈
R − {ai1 , . . . , aiM }such that b1 <b2 < · · ·<br−M .
We now deﬁne three permutations 	1 , 	2 and 	3 of {1, 2, . . . , }. It will be shown that for some 	 ∈ {	1, 	2, 	3}, 	
is acceptable and the colouringP is inPc,	. Deﬁne	1 by	1(aj)=b and	1(b)=aj for each  ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r−M},
and 	1(y) = y for any y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } − {aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajr−M , b1, b2, . . . , br−M}. Also, if M <r − 1, deﬁne 	2
by 	2(aj1) = br−M , 	2(b1) = ajr−M , 	2(ajr−M ) = b1, 	2(br−M) = aj1 , 	2(aj) = b and 	2(b) = aj for each
 ∈ {2, . . . , r − M − 1}, and 	2(y) = y for any y ∈ {1, . . . , } − {aj1 , aj2 , . . . , ajr−M , b1, b2, . . . , br−M}. Finally, if
M = 0, deﬁne 	3 by 	3() = a and 	3(a) =  if  ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1}, 	3(r + 1) = ar , 	3(ar) = r + 1, and
	3(y) = y for any y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } − ({1, 2, . . . , r − 1, r + 1} ∪ {a1, a2, . . . , ar}). Note that since > 0, if M = 0,
then aa1 > 2rr + 1 for any  ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and it follows that 	3 is well-deﬁned.
Now, suppose M = r − 1. If 	1 is not acceptable, then for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, either aj1 = 2rq + r and
b1 = 2rq + (r + 1) (so that {ai1 , . . . , air−1} = {2rq + 1, 2rq + 2, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)}), or else aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1) and
b1 =2rq+ r (so that {ai1 , . . . , air−1}={2rq+ (r +2), 2rq+ (r +3), . . . , 2rq+2r}). In either case, {a1, a2, . . . , ar}=
{rq + 1, rq + 2, . . . , rq + r} for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis of the lemma.
So 	1 is acceptable. Furthermore, there exists a colouring pattern Q ∈ Pc,1 such that position z of Q has symbol c if
and only if z ∈ R. Since 	1(R) = {a1, . . . , ar}, then 	1 maps those positions of Q that contain c onto the positions
of P that contain c, and hence P ∈ Pc,	1 .
Next, suppose 1<M <r − 1 and that, for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, both br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and
ajr−M = 2rq + r , or both b1 = 2rq + r and aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1). Consider the permutation 	2 . The deﬁnition
of this permutation ensures that for this q, 	2(2rq + r) = 2rq + (r + 1) and 	2(2rq + (r + 1)) = 2rq + r . We
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ﬁrst suppose br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and ajr−M = 2rq + r for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, and assume that 	2
is not acceptable. We note that R = Aq and aj2rq whenever 1r − M − 1. If the (2r)-cycle decomposi-
tion 	2(D1) has a (2r)-cycle on vertex set {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,i , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+r,i , x2rq+r,j }, then since
	2 ﬁxes some element of {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)} (because M2), it must be that 	2 maps 2rq + (r + 1)
into{2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + r}, necessitating 	2(2rq + (r + 1)) = 2rq + r , which is a contradiction. If 	2(D1) has
a (2r)-cycle on {x2rq+(r+1),i , x2rq+(r+1),j , x2rq+(r+2),i , x2rq+(r+2),j , . . . , x2rq+2r,i , x2rq+2r,j }, then since 	2 ﬁxes
each element of {2rq + (r + 2), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, it must be that 	2 maps 2rq + r to 2rq + (r + 1), which is
a contradiction. 	2 ﬁxes  whenever > 2rq + 2r , and so 	2(D1), like D1, has no (2r)-cycle on any of the sets
{xrq¯+1,i , xrq¯+1,j , xrq¯+2,i , xrq¯+2,j . . . , xrq¯+r,i , xrq¯+r,j } for any q¯ ∈ {2q+2, . . . , −1}. So, for some q¯ ∈ {0, . . . , 2q−
1}, 	2(D1) must contain a (2r)-cycle C on vertex set {xrq¯+1,i , xrq¯+1,j , xrq¯+2,i , xrq¯+2,j , . . . , xrq¯+r,i , xrq¯+r,j }. Neces-
sarily, there exists an element
 ∈ {1, . . . , r−M} such that aj
 ∈ {rq¯+1, . . . , rq¯+r}. Moreover, {rq¯+1, . . . , rq¯+r}
contains at least one element, f, which is ﬁxed by 	2 . Since −1	2 = 	2 , 	2(C) is a (2r)-cycle of D1 such that
	2(C) contains both xf,i and x	2 (aj
 ),i = xb,i for some  ∈ {1, . . . , r − M}, which is a contradiction because
D1 has no (2r)-cycle containing both vertices xf,i and xb,i (since f ∈ {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r}, and either b ∈{r(2q) + 1, . . . , r(2q) + r} or else b = 2rq + (r + 1) ∈ {r(2q + 1) + 1, . . . , r(2q + 1) + r}). Hence 	2
is acceptable.
In the case that b1 = 2rq + r and aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1) for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, we note that R = Bq
and aj2rq + 2r whenever 2r − M; that 	2 is acceptable may be shown in a similar manner to the case that
br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and ajr−M = 2rq + r . Now, in either of these cases, there exists a colouring pattern Q ∈ Pc,1
such that position z of Q has symbol c if and only if z ∈ R. Since 	2(R)={a1, . . . , ar}, then 	2 maps those positions
of Q that contain c onto the positions of P that contain c, and hence P ∈ Pc,	2 .
We next suppose that 1<M <r−1, and that for all q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2−1}, it is not true that both br−M=2rq+(r+1)
and ajr−M =2rq+r , and it is not true that both b1=2rq+r and aj1 =2rq+(r+1). Let q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2−1} such that
R ∈ {Aq,Bq}.We note that	1(2rq+r) = 2rq+(r+1) and	1(2rq+(r+1)) = 2rq+r (as thiswould imply that both
aj1 =2qr+r and b1=2qr+(r+1) or both ajr−M =2rq+(r+1) and br−M =2rq+r , either of which yields thatM=1).
Assume that the permutation	1 is not acceptable.Weﬁrst consider the case thatR=Aq . If the (2r)-cycle decomposition
	1(D1) has a (2r)-cycle on vertex set {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,i , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+r,i , x2rq+r,j }, then since 	1
ﬁxes some element of {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)} (because M2), it must be that 	1 maps2rq + (r + 1) into
{2rq+1, . . . , 2rq+r}, necessitating 	1(2rq+(r+1))=2rq+r , which is a contradiction. If 	1(D1) has a (2r)-cycle
on {x2rq+(r+1),i , x2rq+(r+1),j , x2rq+(r+2),i , x2rq+(r+2),j , . . . , x2rq+2r,i , x2rq+2r,j }, then since 	1 ﬁxes some element
of {2rq + (r + 2), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, it must be that 	1 maps 2rq + r into {2rq + (r + 1), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, necessitating
	1(2rq + r) = 2rq + (r + 1), which is a contradiction. So, for some q¯ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2q − 1} ∪ {2q + 2, . . . ,  − 1},
	1(D1) contains a (2r)-cycle C on {xrq¯+1,i , xrq¯+1,j , xrq¯+2,i , xrq¯+2,j , . . . , xrq¯+r,i , xrq¯+r,j }.Necessarily, there exists
an element 
 ∈ {1, . . . , r −M} such that aj
 ∈ {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r}. Moreover, {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r} contains at least
one element, f, ﬁxed by 	1 . Since −1	1 = 	1 , 	1(C) is a (2r)-cycle ofD1 which contains xf,i and x	1 (aj
 ),i = xb,i
for some  ∈ {1, . . . , r − M}, which is a contradiction, because D1 has no (2r)-cycle containing both vertices xf,i
and xb,i (since f ∈ {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r}, and either b ∈ {r(2q) + 1, . . . , r(2q) + r} or b = 2rq + (r + 1) ∈{r(2q + 1) + 1, . . . , r(2q + 1) + r}). Hence 	1 is acceptable. In the case that R = Bq , that 	1 is acceptable may be
shown in a similar manner. Now, in either case, there exists a colouring pattern Q ∈ Pc,1 such that position z of Q has
symbol c if and only if z ∈ R. Since 	1(R)= {a1, . . . , ar}, then 	1 maps those positions of Q which contain symbol
c onto the positions of P that contain c, and hence P ∈ Pc,	1 .
Now, suppose thatM=1 and that, for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2−1}, both br−M =2rq+ (r+1) and ajr−M =2rq+r ,
or both b1 = 2rq + r and aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1). Consider the permutation 	2 . The deﬁnition of this permutation
ensures that for this q, 	2(2rq + r) = 2rq + (r + 1) and 	2(2rq + (r + 1)) = 2rq + r . We ﬁrst suppose that
br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and ajr−M = 2rq + r for some q ∈ {0, . . . , /2 − 1}. We note that R = Aq and aj2rq
whenever 1r − M − 1. Furthermore, since br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) is not ﬁxed by 	2 , 	2 ﬁxes an element of
R − {2rq + (r + 1)} = {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)}. That 	2 is acceptable is similar to the case that 1<M <r − 1,
br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and ajr−M = 2rq + r . If b1 = 2rq + r and aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1), 	2 is similarly acceptable. In
either case, there exists a colouring pattern Q ∈ Pc,1 such that position z of Q has symbol c if and only if z ∈ R. Since
	2(R)= {a1, . . . , ar}, then 	2 maps those positions of Q which contain symbol c onto the positions of P that contain
c, and hence P ∈ Pc,	2 .
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Next, suppose M = 1 and for each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1}, it is not true that both br−M = 2rq + (r + 1) and
ajr−M = 2rq + r , and it is not true that both b1 = 2rq + r and aj1 = 2rq + (r + 1). Let q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , /2 − 1} such
that R ∈ {Aq,Bq}. We note that 	1(2rq + r) = 2rq + (r + 1) and 	1(2rq + (r + 1)) = 2rq + r . First, consider the
case that R = Aq . Assume that the permutation 	1 is not acceptable.
As the ﬁrst of three subcases, suppose that 	1(D1) has a (2r)-cycle on vertex set {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,i ,
x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+r,i , x2rq+r,j }. If 	1 ﬁxes some element of {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)}, then it must be that
	1 maps 2rq + (r + 1) into {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + r}, necessitating 	1(2rq + (r + 1)) = 2rq + r , which is a
contradiction. If 	1 ﬁxes no element of {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)}, then 2rq + (r + 1) must be ﬁxed by 	1 , and
we must have ai1 = 2rq + (r + 1). Furthermore, 2rq + r cannot be mapped into {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)} since
this would imply that −1	1 (2rq + r) ∈ {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)}, which would mean that 	1(D1) could have no
(2r)-cycle on {x2rq+1,i , x2rq+1,j , x2rq+2,i , x2rq+2,j , . . . , x2rq+r,i , x2rq+r,j } (asD1contains no (2r)-cycle on vertex set
{x1,i , x1,j , x2,i , x2,j , . . . , xr ,i , xr ,j } where 2qr + r, −1(2qr + r) ∈ {1, . . . , r} in such a case); thus, 2rq + r
must be ﬁxed by 	1 , and it must be that 	1({2rq + (r + 2), . . . , 2rq + 2r}) = {2rq + 1, . . . , 2rq + (r − 1)} and
hence that {a1, . . . , ar} = {2rq + (r + 1), 2rq + (r + 2), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, which is a contradiction to the hypothesis of
the lemma.
Now suppose that the (2r)-cycle decomposition 	1(D1) has a (2r)-cycle on vertex set {x2rq+(r+1),i , x2rq+(r+1),j ,
x2rq+(r+2),i , x2rq+(r+2),j , . . . , x2rq+2r,i , x2rq+2r,j }. If 	1 ﬁxes some element of {2rq+(r+2), . . . , 2rq+2r}, it must
be that 	1 maps 2rq + r into {2rq + (r + 1), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, necessitating 	1(2rq + r)= 2rq + (r + 1), which is a
contradiction. If 	1 ﬁxes no element of {2rq + (r + 2), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, then 2rq + r must be ﬁxed by 	1 , and it must
be that {2rq+(r+2), . . . , 2rq+2r}={aj1 , . . . , ajr−1}. Furthermore, 2rq+(r+1) cannot be mapped into {2rq+(r+
2), . . . , 2rq+2r} since thiswould imply that−1	1 (2rq+(r+1)) ∈ {2rq+(r+2), . . . , 2rq+2r}, whichwouldmean that
	1(D1) could have no (2r)-cycle on{x2rq+(r+1),i , x2rq+(r+1),j , x2rq+(r+2),i , x2rq+(r+2),j , . . . , x2rq+2r,i , x2rq+2r,j },
implying ai1 = 2rq + (r + 1), and hence that {a1, . . . , ar} = {2rq + (r + 1), . . . , 2rq + 2r}, which is a contradiction
to the hypothesis of the lemma.
So it must be true that for some q¯ ∈ {0, . . . , 2q − 1} ∪ {2q + 2, . . . ,  − 1}, 	1(D1) contains a (2r)-cycle C
on {xrq¯+1,i , xrq¯+1,j , xrq¯+2,i , xrq¯+2,j , . . . , xrq¯+r,i , xrq¯+r,j }. Necessarily, there exists an element 
 ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}
such that aj
 ∈ {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r}. Moreover, {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r} contains at least one element, f, which is
ﬁxed by 	1 . Since −1	1 = 	1 , 	1(C) is a (2r)-cycle of D1 which contains both xf,i and x	1 (aj
 ),i = xb,i for
some  ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, which is a contradiction because D1 has no (2r)-cycle containing both vertices xf,i and
xb,i (since f ∈ {rq¯ + 1, . . . , rq¯ + r}, and either b ∈ {r(2q) + 1, . . . , r(2q) + r} or b = 2rq + (r + 1) ∈{r(2q + 1) + 1, . . . , r(2q + 1) + r}). Hence 	1 is acceptable.
In the case that R = Bq , that 	1 is acceptable may be shown in a similar manner. In either case, there exists a
colouring pattern Q ∈ Pc,1 such that position z of Q has symbol c if and only if z ∈ R. Since 	1(R) = {a1, . . . , ar},
then 	1 maps those positions of Q which contain symbol c onto the positions of P that contain c, and hence P ∈ Pc,	1 .
Finally, suppose M = 0, and consider the permutation 	3 . Note that 	3 ﬁxes  whenever 2r + 1r , and so
	3(D1), likeD1, contains no (2r)-cycle on vertex set {xrq¯+1,i , xrq¯+1,j , xrq¯+2,i , xrq¯+2,j , . . . , xrq¯+r,i , xrq¯+r,j } for any
q¯ ∈ {2, 3, . . . , − 1}. Furthermore,D	3 contains no (2r)-cycle on vertex set {xr+1,i , xr+1,j , xr+2,i , xr+2,j , . . . , x2r,i ,
x2r,j } (since D1 has no (2r)-cycle on vertex set {xar ,i , xar ,j , xr+2,i , xr+2,j , xr+3,i , xr+3,j , . . . , x2r,i , x2r,j }), and no
(2r)-cycle on {x1,i , x1,j , x2,i , x2,j , . . . , xr,i , xr,j } (sinceD1 has no (2r)-cycle onvertex set {xa1,i , xa1,j , xa2,i , xa2,j , . . . ,
xar−1,i , xar−1,j , xr,i , xr,j }). Thus, 	3 is acceptable. Consider the pattern Q = cr−1*c*−(r+1) ∈ Pc,1. The permu-
tation 	3 maps those positions of Q which contain symbol c onto the positions of P that contain c, and hence
P ∈ Pc,	3 . 
Lemma 3. Let i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}. Any (k−1)-colouring ofXi matches a pattern inPc,	 for some c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1},
	 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}.
Proof. Consider a ﬁxed (k − 1)-colouring of Xi . As a consequence of Lemma 2, it need only be shown that r
vertices xa1,i , xa2,i , . . . , xar ,i have the same colour, where {a1, a2, . . . , ar} = {rq + 1, rq + 2, . . . , rq + r} for each
q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , − 1}.
Since > (r − 1)(k − 1), in any (k − 1)-colouring of Xi , there must be at least r vertices of the same colour. As a
ﬁrst case, suppose that for some c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, there are r + 1 vertices, say xa1,i , xa2,i , . . . , xar+1,i , which all
have colour c. If, for each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, {a1, a2, . . . , ar} = {rq + 1, rq + 2, . . . , rq + r}, then we are done. If,
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on the other hand, {a1, . . . , ar}= {rq¯ +1, . . . , rq¯ + r} for some q¯ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , −1}, then {a1, a2, . . . , ar−1, ar+1} =
{rq + 1, . . . , rq + r} for each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , − 1}.
Next, suppose that no r +1 vertices all have the same colour. Considering the case 0, let vertices xa1,i , xa2,i , . . . ,
xar ,i all have the same colour. Since 0, Lemma 2 is satisﬁed vacuously. In the case that > 0, we note that
 = (r − 1)(k − 1) + (r − 1 + s), so there are at least r − 1 + s disjoint sets of r vertices of the same colour. But
|{{rq + 1, . . . , rq + r} : 0q− 1}| = <r − 1+ s, so since r3, there must exist r vertices xa1,i , xa2,i , . . . , xar ,i
of the same colour such that for any q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , − 1}, {a1, . . . , ar} = {rq + 1, rq + 2, . . . , rq + r}. 
Now let t=((/r)(k−1)+1)p.Wewill take t sets Si , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, Using the p decompositionsD1,D2, . . . ,Dp,
we will place a (2r)-cycle decomposition of Kh,h between each pair of distinct sets Si and Sj . We will proceed in p
steps.
Step 1: We take  = (/r)(k − 1) + 1 sets S1, S2, . . . , S. For any 1 i < j, place D1 between Xi and Xj . If
h>, complete the decomposition of the Kh,h between Si and Sj by using any (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r,2r
between Si − Xi and Sj − Xj and any (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r, between Xi and Sj − Xj and between Xj
and Si − Xi . (Such decompositions exist by [22, Theorem B].) Let R1 denote the resulting conﬁguration.
Step n (2np): Having previously completed step (n− 1), we take  copies of Rn−1, so that we now have n sets
of vertices, with sets S(i−1)n−1+1, S(i−1)n−1+2, . . . , S(i−1)n−1+n−1 being in the ith copy of Rn−1, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
The (2r)-cycle decomposition of Kh,h between S(i−1)n−1+d1 and S(i−1)n−1+d2 , where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, d1, d2 ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n−1} and d1 = d2, is inherited from Rn−1 and therefore makes use of one of the decompositions D1,
D2, . . . ,Dn−1. Place Dn between any pair of sets X(i−1)n−1+d1 and X(j−1)n−1+d2 , where i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such
that i < j and d1, d2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}. If h>, then for any pair S(i−1)n−1+d1 and S(j−1)n−1+d2 where i, j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , } such that i = j and d1, d2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−1}, complete the (2r)-cycle decomposition of Kh,h between
S(i−1)n−1+d1 and S(j−1)n−1+d2 using any (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r,2r between S(i−1)n−1+d1 − X(i−1)n−1+d1
and S(j−1)n−1+d2 −X(j−1)n−1+d2 , and any (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r, between S(i−1)n−1+d1 −X(i−1)n−1+d1
and X(j−1)n−1+d2 and between S(j−1)n−1+d2 − X(j−1)n−1+d2 and X(i−1)n−1+d1 .
After having completed step p, we now have t sets Si , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, and for any 1 i < j t , the copy of Kh,h
between Si and Sj has been given a (2r)-cycle decomposition. Finally, to complete the (2r)-cycle system, for any
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, we place on {∞} ∪ Si any (2r)-cycle system of order h + 1. (Such a system exists by [13,19].)
Lemma 4. S is not (k − 1)-colourable.
Proof. Assume that S is (k − 1)-colourable, and assign an arbitrary (k − 1)-colouring.
For each i, j ∈ {1, . . . , } such that i < j , and for each d1, d2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p−1}, X(i−1)p−1+d1 and X(j−1)p−1+d2
have decompositionDp between them.Thus, for any given colour c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}, and any given patternP inPc,p,
there is at most one i ∈ {1, . . . , } such that the colouring of X(i−1)p−1+d matches P for some d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p−1}.
It follows, since = |Pc,p|(k − 1) + 1 for each c ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, that there exists an ip ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such that for
every d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p−1}, the colouring of X(ip−1)p−1+d matches no pattern in Pc,p for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}.
Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that ip = 1.
Continue in an inductive fashion. Suppose that, for some n ∈ {3, 4, . . . , p}, we have determined that for any d ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n−1}, the colouringofXd matches nopattern inPc,q for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1},q ∈ {n, n+1, . . . , p}.Note
that for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such that i < j , and any d1, d2 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−2}, X(i−1)n−2+d1 and X(j−1)n−2+d2
have decompositionDn−1 between them.Thus, for anygiven colour c ∈ {1, . . . , k−1} and anygivenpatternP inPc,n−1,
there is at most one i ∈ {1, . . . , } such that the colouring of X(i−1)n−2+d matches P for some d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−2}. It
follows that there exists an in−1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such that for everyd ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n−2}, the colouring ofX(in−1−1)n−2+d
matches no pattern inPc,n−1 for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, and hence no pattern inPc,q for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1},
q ∈ {n − 1, n, n + 1, . . . , p}. Without loss of generality, it may be assumed that in−1 = 1.
We continue until we have determined that for any d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, the colouring of Xd matches no pattern inPc,q
for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, q ∈ {2, 3, . . . , p}. Note that for each i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such that i < j , Xi and Xj have
decomposition D1 between them. Thus, for any given colour c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1} and any given pattern P in Pc,1,
there is at most one i ∈ {1, . . . , } such that the colouring of Xi matches the pattern P. It follows that there exists an
i1 ∈ {1, 2, . . . , } such that the colouring of Xi1 matches no pattern in Pc,1 for any colour c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, and
hence no pattern in Pc,q for any c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, which contradicts Lemma 3. 
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Lemma 5. S is k-colourable.
Proof. We consider the following cases.
Case 1: s0. Give ∞ colour 1. For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, give vertices x1,i , x2,i , . . . , xr−1,i colour 1. Note that
− (r − 1)= (r − 1)k + s − (r − 1)(r − 1)(k − 1), so the − (r − 1) vertices xr,i , xr+1,i , . . . , x,i may be coloured
with colours 2, 3, . . . , k such that no r of them have the same colour. Finally, if h>, give vertices x+1,i and x+2,i
colour 1, and arbitrarily colour the remaining (2r − 2) vertices x+3,i , x+4,i , . . . , xh,i with colours 2 and 3 so that
each colour is used exactly (r − 1) times.
Note that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, no (2r) vertices in Si ∪ {∞} have the same colour, as r3 and there are at most
r + 2 vertices of colour 1, at most 2r − 2 vertices of colour 2, at most 2r − 2 vertices of colour 3 and at most r − 1
vertices of any other colour. Thus, no (2r)-cycle in the (2r)-cycle system on Si ∪ {∞} has a monochromatic cycle. Let
i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, i < j . No r vertices in Xi have the same colour, so no (2r)-cycle in the decompositionD	 between
Xi and Xj is monochromatic. Finally, if h>, then no (2r)-cycle of the (2r)-cycle decomposition between Xi and
Sj −Xj , the (2r)-cycle decomposition between Xj and Si −Xi or the (2r)-cycle decomposition between Si −Xi and
Sj − Xj is monochromatic, as no r vertices in Si − Xi have the same colour, and no r vertices in Sj − Xj have the
same colour. Thus no (2r)-cycle in S is monochromatic.
Case 2: s > 0. We note that if kr , then k must be even; otherwise, if kr and k is odd, then 3kr implies
r(k−1)−2r < r(k−1)+(1−r)r(k−1)+(1−k)=(r−1)(k−1)r(k−1)−2<r(k−1) and so =r(k−1) and
s=k−r0. Furthermore, if 3kr , we have that rk−2r < rk−2r+1rk−r−k+1=(r−1)(k−1)rk−r−2<rk,
and so  = rk and s = k. Also, if k > r , then kr + 1s. So, in any event, we have ks.
For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, we colour the vertices of Si in the following way. For each q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s − 1}, colour
vertices xrq+1,i , xrq+2,i , . . . , xrq+r,i with colour (q + 1). Colour the remaining (k − s)(r − 1) vertices of Xi with
colours s + 1, s + 2, . . . , k such that each colour is assigned to exactly (r − 1) vertices. If h>, give vertices x+1,i
and x+2,i colour 1, and arbitrarily colour the remaining (2r − 2) vertices x+3,i , x+4,i , . . . , xh,i with colours 2 and 3
so that each colour is used exactly (r − 1) times.
Let i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, i < j . The existence of a monochromatic (2r)-cycle in the decomposition D	 of the K,
betweenXi andXj would imply thatD	 contains a (2r)-cycle on the vertex set {xrq+1,i , xrq+1,j , xrq+2,i , xrq+2,j , . . . ,
xrq+r,i , xrq+r,j } for some q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , s − 1}, which would contradict that the permutation 	 is acceptable. Finally,
if h>, no (2r)-cycle of the (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r, between Si −Xi and Xj , the (2r)-cycle decomposition
of K2r, between Sj − Xj and Xi , or the (2r)-cycle decomposition of K2r,2r between Si − Xi and Sj − Xj is
monochromatic, as no r vertices of Si − Xi have the same colour, and no r vertices of Sj − Xj have the same colour.
It only remains to colour vertex ∞ and to show that, for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}, no (2r)-cycle in the (2r)-cycle system
on vertex set Si ∪ {∞} is monochromatic. We consider separately the cases r = 3 and r = 3. First, suppose r = 3.
We note that k = 3 (since if r = k = 3, then s = 0). If k = 4, then  = h = 12 and s = 4. In this case, we give ∞
colour 1. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, Si ∪ {∞} has four vertices of colour 1 and three vertices of each of colours 2, 3 and 4.
Hence no 2r = 6 vertices of Si ∪ {∞} have the same colour, and so no (2r)-cycle in the (2r)-cycle system on Si ∪ {∞}
can be monochromatic. If r = 3 and k > 4, we give ∞ colour k, so that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, Si ∪ {∞} has at most
ﬁve vertices of each of colours 1, 2 and 3, and at most four vertices of any other colour. Again, no 2r = 6 vertices of
Si ∪ {∞} have the same colour.
Now, suppose r > 3, and give ∞ colour 1. There are at most r + 3 vertices of colour 1, at most 2r − 1 vertices of
colour 2, at most 2r −1 vertices of colour 3 and at most r vertices of any other colour.Again, no 2r vertices in Si ∪{∞}
have the same colour. 
By Lemmas 4 and 5, the (2r)-cycle system S which we have constructed is k-chromatic. We have thus completed
the proof of Theorem 4. 
In [4], it was proven that the existence of a k-chromatic 4-cycle system of order n implies the existence of a k-
chromatic 4-cycle system of order n + 8. We will prove an extension of this result for m-cycle systems for which m is
a multiple of 4. We ﬁrst require the following result, due to Milici and Tuza.
Lemma 6 (Milici and Tuza [17]). Letm> 3 be even. There exists a 2-chromatic m-cycle system of order 2m+1 which
admits a 2-colouring with colour classes of sizes m and m + 1.
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Lemma 7. Suppose m ≡ 0 (mod 4). If there exists a k-chromatic m-cycle system of order n, then there exists a
k-chromatic m-cycle system of order n + 2m.
Proof. Let S denote a k-chromatic m-cycle system of order n on vertex set {y1, y2, . . . , yn}. We add 2m vertices
x1, . . . , x2m. We will decompose the copy of K2m+1 with vertex set {y1, x1, x2, . . . , x2m} and the copy of K2m,n−1
between {x1, . . . x2m} and {y2, . . . , yn} into m-cycles; together with the m-cycles of S, the m-cycles in these decompo-
sitions will form an m-cycle system of order n + 2m.
First, using Lemma 6, we form an m-cycle system, T, on vertex set {y1, x1, x2, . . . , x2m} which admits a 2-colouring
with colour classes C1 = {y1, x1, x3, . . . , x2m−1} and C2 = {x2, x4, . . . , x2m}. Next, we form the required m-cycle
decomposition of K2m,n−1 between {x1, . . . , x2m} and {y2, . . . , yn} as follows. For each i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, we form an
m-cycle decomposition of theKm/2,n−1 between {xim/2+1, xim/2+2, . . . , xim/2+m/2} and {y2, . . . , yn} (such an m-cycle
decomposition exists by [22, Theorem B]); these four decompositions together form an m-cycle decomposition of the
K2m,n−1 between {x1, . . . , x2m} and {y2, . . . , yn}. By creating these decompositions, we have now constructed an
m-cycle system S′ of order n + 2m.
Noting that S′ contains the k-chromatic system S, it is clear that S′ has chromatic number at least k. To complete
the proof that S′ is indeed k-chromatic, we will assign a k-colouring, as follows. Colour the vertices y1, y2, . . . , yn
with k colours such that y1 has colour 1 and no m-cycle in S is monochromatic. For i ∈ {1, . . . , 2m}, colour xi with
colour 1 if i is odd, and with colour 2 if i is even. Then no m-cycle in T is monochromatic. Any other m-cycle in
S′ occurs in the m-cycle decomposition between {xim/2+1, xim/2+2, . . . , xim/2+m/2} and {y2, . . . , yn} for some i ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3}; any such cycle contains two vertices xj1 and xj2 such that j1 and j2 have different parity, and thus cannot be
monochromatic. 
In the case of 4-cycle systems, this result leads directly to the conclusion stated in [4] that there exists a k-chromatic
4-cycle system of order n for any admissible nn4(k), where n4(k) is the smallest order for which there exists a
k-chromatic 4-cycle system. If m= 2ε for some integer ε2, then it is easily veriﬁed from the existence conditions for
cycle systems that a 2ε-cycle system of order n exists if and only if n ≡ 1 (mod 2ε). As a consequence of Theorem 4
and Lemma 7, there exists a k-chromatic 2ε-cycle system of order n for any admissible nn2ε (k), where n2ε (k) is the
smallest order for which there exists a k-chromatic 2ε-cycle system. However, it is not known at this time whether the
analogous statement for (2r)-cycle systems is true in general.
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